the ergodic theory of von Neumann algebras presented by Kovacs and Szucs [2] . In [2] the essential contribution was the introduction of a certain restriction (called G-finiteness) on a group of ^automor-phisms of a von Neumann algebra, fashioned so that all elements of the algebra behave ergodicly with respect to the group. Instead we consider the action of a natural class of (cyclic) groups of ^automor-phisms, namely the inner ones, and investigate which elements of the algebra behave ergodicly with respect to all such groups. 2* Behavior of infinite projections* From the ergodic theory developed in [ \ne Z) of nonzero projections P n e SX such that P n P m = δ n , m P n and P n~Pm for all m,neZ, and such that Σim^ P* * P' in the strong operator topology. Therefore, there exist V n e §X such that V n *V n = P n and V n V n * = P n+ι for all neZ, so that P n+1 V n -FΛ and P n 7 n * -V n *P n+1 for all w e Z. Define for each/e 3έ* (the Hubert space of definition of SI),
where the limit exists since HFΛ/H -\\PJ\\ and F K P K /= P» +1 FJ" so that {V n P n f\neZ} are pairwise orthogonal and
In fact U is clearly a linear and norm preserving surjection, and therefore unitary. Now since
it follows that U t = I -P f + Σ V k P k has U as a strong operator limit as Z-> oo. Therefore, Ue%. It also follows that UP n U~ι = P w+1 for all %eZ, and so by induction is || || 2 -Cauchy. Define for each
which limit exists since 
